
less fairly than other foreign nationals, or than the citizen of
that country . He can also ensure that the appropriate legal
counsel is obtained .

Unofficially, quite often a great deal more can be done : representa•
tions to local authorities to consider possible mitigating
circumstances, to speed up otherwise slow judicial processes, and
appeals for leniency on appropriate humanitarian grounds, to the
extent that local law and practice permit .

One other problem which our representatives face is knowing about a
Canadian who is being detained by local authorities . Often, of
course, Canadians so detained can inform our embassies or consulates
of their arrest . However, foreign governments are under no
obligation to inform our representatives when a Canadian is in
custody, unless the person detained so requests . Nonetheless, most
foreign governments do notify our representatives when a Canadian
is in custody .

One of the most important generally-recognized rights is that of
consular access . This is the right of our representatives to visit
the person concerned so that they can ascertain and respond to his
wishes regarding legal counsel, notification of next-of-kin, and
other specific requests he may have . In rendering assistance, my
officials, rather like doctors or lawyers,-endeavour to respect
confidences .

Of course, some individuals, for various reasons of their own, do
not want Canadian representatives, or their own relatives, to be
aware of their situation . In such instances, we learn about the
event only later, and perhaps even by accident, or when, o n
reflection, the Canadian confined decides to request assistance
after all .

I quite understand the sympathy expressed by Canadians when a
fellow Canadian, or perhaps a family member, is in legal
difficulties abroad . When local laws and procedures are more
rigorous or harsh than those that apply in Canada, there can be
even greater concern, and a feeling that an injustice is being
perpetrated . This moves them to call upon the Government, and
especially my Department, to "do something about it" .

But, as I have suggested earlier, there are constraints on our
dealings with other governments on these matters . There are also
reasons why we should respect these constraints . In the first
place, the guidelines of international law and accepted inter-
national practice have been carefully evolved . Sovereignty is th e
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